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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Brands recognize that content is a vital way to reach and 
engage with consumers, whether they’re selling biscuits or 
bank accounts. What is proving challenging is getting these 
organizations to realize that content is no longer a bolt-on; 
something to be added into a website when time allows.

Content stretches across every channel of interaction. It is 
a living thing, evolving as customer needs develop and is as 
much the remit of the insight or operations departments as it 
is a creative output.

This report examines how content marketing has changed 
and how brands need to alter their approach to remain 
current and relevant. Themes explored include:

• Data-driven content marketing. Whether overt or not, 
content is always custom. It must always be relevant to 
the audiences it reaches and delivered through the right 
channels to ensure it reaches those audiences.

• Bi-directional content. In an omnichannel environment, 
content is not a one-way communication, it is a 
conversation. Brands must be prepared to manage 
interactions in one channel (such as social or contact 
center) that originate from content delivered in another 
(outdoor, blogs, in-store, advertising and so on). The 
future of content will also be bi-directional in the sense 
of its use as a data acquisition tool. Data informs great 
content but great content can also drive great data and 
insight about individual customers which can feed back 

into the organization. Brands shouldn’t be thinking of 
content distribution or even content conversations. They 
should be thinking of content cycles.

• Automation. Customers are aware of the inauthenticity 
of automated responses to human questions but on 
the flip side are happy to receive automated content 
if it is intelligently designed and delivered. The recent 
introduction of chatbots in messaging apps as a kind 
of intelligent and alternative search is case in point. 
Automation – with the right data behind it – also drives 
efficiencies in omnichannel, from advertising to customer 
services, freeing up resources to be fed into human 
contact where it is most needed. New technologies 
such as artificial intelligence (AIs like Amazon’s Alexa and 
Apple’s Siri) pose interesting opportunities for increased 
content conversations. However, brands also need to 
examine business goals before mindlessly adopting new 
technologies for the sake of it. 

• Multinational multichannel. Navigating customer 
segments in a single territory already encourages an 
exponential growth in the amount of content needed to 
engage with customers. Moving content across borders 
only exacerbates the problem. The size of the challenge, 
particularly as the need to manage customer data across 
borders and varying legislative bodies increases, means 
brands almost certainly have to partner with experts to 
navigate it.
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• Measurement. The future of content goes far beyond 
driving results in search or unique web visits. For 
content itself to be effective, it requires investment and 
distribution as though it were any other product. It stands 
to reason therefore that measurement is needed to make 
sure it is distributed where it is doing most good and for 
the best return. Ultimately ‘return’ in terms of sales uplift 
is the most effective and relevant metric.

• Social. Social platforms will but grow in a content 
universe. They are becoming the hub for content 
conversations and through mobile, the ultimate 
touchpoint for the growing army of chatbots and 
messenger apps. But little has changed when it comes 
to the importance of remaining relevant and authentic on 
social. Interruption is fine, even in one-to-one messenger 
conversations, as long as it fits both criteria. 

• Utility. Successful content is always going to be useful 
content. Whether it’s demonstrating the power of the 
Internet of Things by kitting out groups of customers 
with the latest technology or public toilet finder apps, 
content that is useful is the only content that customers 
will engage with.

1.1. METHODOLOGY
This Econsultancy report on The Future of Content 
Marketing, produced in partnership with Oracle Marketing 
Cloud, is based on interviews with senior executives working 
for international brands.

Econsultancy would like to thank the following people for 
their contributions to this report:

• Michael Africk, Founder and CEO, Inmoji

• Jay Baer, President, Convince & Convert

• Jack Davies, Head of Content, Saatchi & Saatchi

• Ed Hartigan, Head of Earned Media, iProspect UK

• Josh Jacobs, President, Kik Interactive

• Doug Kessler, Creative Director and Co-Founder, 
Velocity Partners

• Tom Osborne, Senior Content Manager, Digital, British 
Gas

• Ben Salmon, Founder, Attributely 

• Perry Tell, Chief Operating Officer/Founder, Inmoji

• Pollyanna Ward, Digital and Social Media Manager, 
Mondelez International
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2. FOREWORD BY ORACLE 
MARKETING CLOUD
Content marketing seems to be part of nearly every 
conversation about marketing. Everyone is writing about 
it. Everyone is talking about it. And everyone says they are 
doing it. Some are even saying content is marketing. With 
this idea so ubiquitous, it is an interesting time to ask what 
the future of content marketing looks like.

All marketing depends on content, but with automation and 
digital engagement increasing marketing touches across such 
a variety of engagement channels, such as web, mobile, 
email and social, marketing activities are more dependent on 
a steady flow of the right content for the right prospect or 
customer. Each communication needs to provide something 
of value to the recipient, and increasingly the value is 
contained in the content itself.

The right ebook, white paper or interactive tool will get a 
prospect to open an email, click on a display ad, retweet to 
their followers and engage with your company. Additional 
content will inspire your customers to build deeper 
relationships with your brand. This is not a new idea, nor one 
expected to change in the future, but the latest marketing 
tools have increased the acceleration and improved the 
efficiency of this process.

Technology and data are continuing to play a larger role in 
content marketing. Marketers now have the ability to know 
and understand what interests their buyers, and understand 
the best content that drives a desired next best action, 
by collecting their behavioral data. This is true for both 
anonymous individuals who are touching the brand but have 

not shared their personal data, and known visitors who have 
shared personal details with the brand. This data informs the 
content creation, packaging and delivery planning process 
and is a much better model than basing content decisions 
solely on historical data.

Another important element of content marketing is serving 
it up in the right place and at the right time. Knowing more 
about how and where prospects and consumers get their 
information can ensure that they are investing in the best 
delivery channels, and making it simpler for someone to 
access that great content. They can be ready for another 
Facebook or LinkedIn around the corner. They can deliver it 
in support of all departments in the organization, for example 
to help deliver better customer service through a messaging 
app. It can make a marketer ready for the next big thing 
without being dependent on it.

With such a robust present in content marketing, the 
future can only get brighter as the expansion of technology 
improves our ability to truly connect with prospects and 
customers, and helping marketers deliver the best of their 
brand.

Andrea Ward 
Vice President of Marketing 
Oracle Marketing Cloud
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3. INTRODUCTION
According to the Marketing Budgets report1 published by 
Econsultancy in association with Oracle Marketing Cloud, 
77% of companies surveyed plan to increase their content 
marketing budgets in 2016. Does this mean that there is a 
piggy bank with ‘Content Marketing’ written on the side, 
located in the content marketing department and ready to be 
dipped into by the CCM – the Chief Content Marketer?

Almost certainly not.

Because despite the rapidly growing number of job roles – 
individual, agency and departmental – that include ‘content’ 
in the title, there is no standard for where content sits in the 
organization. Which is brilliant. It’s brilliant because it means 
that content marketing has had the opportunity to grow 
and evolve apace. No hard and fast rules about who owns 
it or who drives it means effectively that everyone owns it; 
everyone needs to get on the content bandwagon.

Of course, this has meant that companies’ evolving approach 
to content strategy has been a little lumpy in places. To date, 
output and its success have been measured in volume and 
little else. Many successful content marketing campaigns 
have been more by luck than by design as a result.

This is all about to change. Content marketing is at a 
tipping point as it begins to touch every point across 
communications. It’s no longer a blog post or a video the 
social media manager is desperately praying will go viral. It’s 
the video that went viral because social shared it on Twitter, 

which was then picked up in the press and the signal was 
boosted through paid search because marketing is about 
to release an ad that takes the catchphrase that customers 
voted for through the email campaign that grew from sign-
ups generated by an event tie-in... that was promoted in the 
video. 

With apologies to Dorothy, we’re not just in Content any 
more.

3.1. CONTENT MARKETING STATE OF THE 
NATION
What makes great content marketing? For some, it’s all about 
the execution. Finding new ways to grab the customer’s 
attention or doing it in the most high-quality or most 
surprising fashion. Alternatively, it’s about exploring new 
channels, breaking the mold or highlighting previously unseen 
facets of the brand. Some are tongue-in-cheek. Others are 
deadly serious.

Barclays Bank won a Content Marketing Association (CMA) 
award in December 2015, not for a single campaign, but 
for its holistic approach to creating content across multiple 
channels. Working with publishing agency Redwood, the 
bank distributes information across many of the platforms 
the bank uses, including social, web, mobile and even ATMs. 
The judges called Barclays’ approach “a brand new model for 
a long-term strategy” and “something that others can learn 
from.”

1 https://econsultancy.com/reports/marketing-budgets
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Another CMA winner was IKEA Israel, which took product 
placement to a new level by convincing the country’s Big 
Brother program not only to furnish the house entirely in 
IKEA products, but also to have housemates assemble 
them live on air. This was not some contrived gag just to 
get brand awareness, but an essential part of the program. 
No table could be eaten from or seat sat on until it had been 
assembled.

The project achieved authenticity as it showed the process 
of assembly, warts and all, followed by real people using 
the real products in a real setting. The campaign, which was 
not just widely reported in press, but shared across social 
media as well as having supplementary content hosted on 
IKEA’s own media, generated 250,000 requests for product 
information.

An important campaign that showed the evolution of content 
marketing from producing unrelated bits of information to 
creating a holistic and data-led program was Carlsberg’s 
Newsroom. As a result, it won both the Content Marketing 
and Multichannel Marketing awards at the Festival of 
Marketing 2015’s Masters of Marketing Awards.

The campaign found a new way to connect with beer 
drinkers without abandoning its iconic ‘If Carlsberg made…’ 
strapline. By latching on to ‘genuine’ news, Carlsberg put its 
own irreverent spin on the stories. It spun the idea out into 
experiential marketing with a beer-dispensing poster, which 
generated 3 million Twitter impressions in a single day. The 
brand also capitalized on other advertisers’ misfortunes by 
leaping on the ‘Beach Body Ready’ campaign. Scrutinized 
by the ASA for a number of reasons, Protein World’s 
contentious ad spawned Carlsberg’s own ‘Beer Body.’ In only 
24 hours, more than 30 million were exposed to the ad.

The company also latched onto the power of fandoms by 
publishing Game of Thrones content exclusively to existing 
fans and took advantage of the increasingly popular Star 
Wars meme around 4th May (May the fourth be with you). 
Indeed, finding a relevant way to connect with fandoms is 
increasingly seen as one of the most successful ways of 
gaining organic audience reach at a time when it is being 
increasingly throttled in search and social.

While Shell would appear to have no authentic link to sport, 
The Power of Sport campaign demonstrated its commitment 
to finding alternative energy sources while acknowledging 
its contribution to humanitarian causes. The campaign 
featured children playing on a rejuvenated football field in a 
Rio de Janeiro favela. Kinetic tiles and solar panels provided 
floodlighting when children played. It didn’t just demonstrate 
how the passion for playing football could literally generate 
energy, but it also showed the company’s commitment 
to community and grassroots projects. The fact that this 
was implied rather than shouted, while being thoroughly 
authentic,’ was what earned the campaign the Grand Prix at 
the CMAs.
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3.2. WHAT IS MAKING CONTENT GREAT?
The common themes that tie the above examples – and 
many more besides – together are:

• Multichannel. Content does not exist in a single channel 
or as a single campaign. The best campaigns feed off 
each other, encourage dialogue, are eminently sharable 
and live on beyond an initial release.

• Multidiscipline. In many cases the content is not the 
product of a single department. Creative may come from 
an ad agency which is then promoted via the social arm. 
Marketing automation gets involved when sending the 
campaign via targeted email and customer services joins 
in with the Twitter conversations.

• Intelligent. For the most part, winning content 
campaigns encourage sharing and interaction. This in turn 
creates a data trail. Companies no longer send content 
into the atmosphere with a vague notion that it might 
engage customers. It is trackable and measurable and, 
most importantly of all, it helps move customers along 
both purchase and advocacy journeys with a definitive 
goal in mind.

• Authentic. The power of customer groups cannot 
be underestimated and messaging that adds value to 
their shared interests is a huge draw for brands. But 
people are hugely protective of their interests and any 
involvement must be authentic and have a legitimate 
reason to invade their space.

3.3. FOUR HORSEMEN OF THE 
CONTENTPOCALYPSE?
What the four elements above reveal is that content is 
about to undergo another transformation. Just looking at the 
categories of the awards mentioned above shows where the 
future of content lies.

The categories are populated by ad agencies, CRM 
specialists, PRs, publishers, marketing technologists, 
et al. The future of content marketing is the future of 
communications, full stop.

Across the rest of this report we’ll examine what is driving 
future content strategy, how the imperative to engage with 
and manage content stretches far beyond even the marketing 
department and if the machines really are taking over.
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4. DATA-DRIVEN CONTENT 
MARKETING
The most fundamental change to impact content marketing 
now and going forward is the fact that it cannot now be 
anything other than data-driven. Companies have too much 
information at their disposal to create content on the hoof.

According to Demand Metric, 82% of consumers feel more 
positive about a company after reading custom content 
and 90% find custom content useful. But custom content 
in today’s data-driven world isn’t just adapted by segment. 
Increasingly, custom content means that it’s tailored 
specifically to each individual customer.

4.1. TRUE PERSONALIZATION
The University of Michigan demonstrated the effectiveness 
of true personalization in a smoking cessation case study 
that was published by the Content Marketing Institute in 
December 2015. The strategy combined gathering data 
about individuals (rather than grouping them according to 
similarities or commonalities expressed through behavior 
online) and establishing baseline profiles.

The University then allowed the users/customers to 
personalize the interface that had been created for the 
campaign yet further themselves. The resulting behavior 
was tested against a control group, as you’d expect in 
many scientific studies. Of course, this is also increasingly 
expected of marketers.

 

The campaign wasn’t limited to the online interface, and 
additional smoking cessation support was provided in video 
peer counselling. Translating this to the commercial world 
means integrating personalized content with support from 
sales advisors, customer service executives and other, more 
mainstream communications such as ads.

It is easy to forget that content is more than just generating 
an asset and pushing it out there. If content is going to 
come to represent the bulk of the communications between 
company and customer, then its definition has to broaden 
to encompass actual conversations. In particular, this is 
happening more and more in the messaging sphere, which 
will be discussed further in Section 5.1.1.

What marketers say...

“Chat encourages and relies on bi-directional communications. 
Because of this, the person who is thinking about their content 
strategy has to think not just about what the brand is going to 
say, but how it is going to listen. It encourages a creative mindset 
that is lacking in the vast majority of marketing mediums” 

Josh Jacobs, President, Kik Interactive
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Tom Osborne of British Gas says:

“We are doing a lot of one-to-one proactive engagement 
on social channels. The team of community managers 
whose work isn’t in customer service are overhearing 
conversations with topic areas where British Gas has 
relevance. Then they are jumping in and giving genuinely 
useful content.”

Before people consider that British Gas jumping into an 
online conversation might be the height of intrusion, Osborne 
suggests it is more about being a valued partner:

“Instead of jumping in with a sales message we’re 
going in with ‘have you tried the online tool with the five 
things to try before making a callout?’ Then, it becomes a 
genuinely helpful conversation where we can add value.” 

4.2. AUTOMATION
Brands’ ability to personalize at scale would be nowhere 
without the automated marketing technologies to support it. 
The potential for widespread, yet individual communications, 
has already been explored through programmatic advertising 
and targeted email yet it is about to get even more 
interesting.

Automation can help at every stage of the content 
management process, from its creation to managing 
customer interactions, to its measurement and optimization. 
Vasudha Veeranna noted in an April 2016 article2 that 
applications such as BuzzSumo help you identify blog 
topics that reach the highest engagement based on specific 
keyword searches, while content curation and scheduling 
tools will help select the most appropriate content per 
audience.

Saatchi & Saatchi’s Head of Content, Jack Davies, 
understands the need to be data-driven to optimize his 
content delivery:

“If you have lots of content that speaks to what the 
audience is looking for, you can be much more targeted 
with your ads. Beforehand, we would buy up all sorts of 
keywords or put links to product pages on Facebook. Now 
we can segment people so well through Facebook or 
Google that the cost per click plummets.”

But while content curation and distribution tools are helpful 
partners for reducing the burden on human resources, where 
content automation becomes really interesting is in the 
realm of the bot and managing real-time, truly one-to-one 
conversations.

From a B2B perspective, automation also provides a raft of 
opportunities that companies aren’t yet exploiting, as they 
prefer to exchange simple sign-up forms for ebooks and 
papers. Instead, Doug Kessler of Velocity Partners suggests 
businesses use content as a great opportunity to learn more 
about potential clients, while delivering real value.

He suggests entering the realm of quizzes and 
questionnaires. In exchange for more detailed information, 
these automated algorithmically-led engines can create 
bespoke advice or profiles that prospects then follow up with 
the brand. But he adds a note of caution. These quizzes can’t 
demand detailed information and then churn out only one of 
four A, B, C or D generic results.

Doug Kessler of Velocity Partners notes:

“More and more people are thinking of content as data. 
This is a great way to get granular data about firms from 
content and it generates real insight for companies. But 
if there’s no added value then people feel duped and it 
inhibits the technique’s growth. It needs proper analysis, 
not bullshit.”

4.3. THE ROLE OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
For those who think artificial intelligence or AI is still the 
realm of science fiction, it’s important to state that it is 
very much fact. Consumer use is still at the early adopter 
stage with Amazon’s Alexa not yet enjoying the brand 
recognition of Apple’s Siri. Even then, the latter is still used 
almost as much for its comedy value as its ability to build 
recommendations based on the user’s stored preferences.

What marketers say...

“Data is the most valuable thing we have because we know what 
people are looking for. We can conceivably have 1,000 different 
user groups. The product marketing team starts having much 
more personal conversations. Lynx deodorant ran a campaign 
with 100 different permutations. That’s where content marketing 
is going to go – and more.”

Jack Davies, Head of Content, Saatchi & Saatchi

2 http://www.jeffbullas.com/2016/04/26/3-brilliant-marketing-automation-hacks-content-marketers/
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But brands need to make sure that they are able to be 
present in this sphere if they are to remain part of the 
consideration set. Google Now for example ‘learns’ as it 
goes, absorbing the data from browsing behavior and social 
media. Interestingly, this means brands shouldn’t consider 
directing their content efforts specifically for these AI 
channels. Instead, it means they need to make sure their 
behavior in other channels, such as search, is optimized as far 
as possible.

Baidu’s AI offering in China, Duer, is currently more along the 
lines of Siri and Alexa than Google Now. However, having 
been built into the Chinese search engine it cannot be long 
before it too begins making use of aggregated personal 
browsing behavior.

4.4. PREDICTIVE PERSONALIZATION
While one-to-one targeted content is an ideal, it is by 
no means the only solution and the power of predictive 
personalization has the ability to deliver highly relevant online 
experiences.

Drawing on ideas and techniques pioneered in the 
programmatic advertising space, it goes a long way to 
providing the streamlined yet relevant customer web 
experience that still eludes so many today.

Separate Econsultancy/Oracle Marketing Cloud research3  
outlined the potential for programmatic technologies to 
benefit content. The report highlighted how Volkswagen’s 
website ‘remembered’ even non-logged-in visitors to its 
website and tailored the content accordingly.

Ben Salmon of Attributely said that it’s about “taking your 
data and making it more intelligent”, adding:

“With Volkswagen, we looked at the highest traffic on its 
homepage, high-task pages and took visitor journeys and 
changed the homepage to reflect their needs. When you 
come back to the homepage you would see ‘Do you want 
to find out more about this model?’ or ‘Contact dealer’.”

Predictive personalization works across the majority of 
channels and has proven particularly successful in the email 
space as companies find many more specific reasons to 
send out emails beyond a catalogue. Dropped basket or 
request for feedback mails work particularly well. However, 
a growing number of cost-savvy consumers have caught 
on to abandoned basket incentive emails. Many will now 
shop online, drop a basket and wait for the ‘did you forget 
something, here’s £10/a free bottle of wine to help you 
remember’ email before proceeding with their purchase.

The potential for messaging apps is discussed in greater 
detail in Section 5.1.1. However, the potential for social to use 
its enormous reserves of data to enhance brand interactions 
to a deeply personal level is significant.

Facebook’s ownership of Messenger, WhatsApp and 
Instagram is not accidental. The platform has access to so 
many individualized data points that, when stitched together, 
give such a detailed view of the customer brands don’t need 
to ask for any more information. The potential is there to 
deliver a seamlessly appropriate, contextualized brand offer in 
seconds.

That said, is hyper-personalization always going to be 
necessary? Jay Baer, President of Convince & Convert, 
warns:

“The question is: will brands spend the time to learn how 
to use the data or will they take shortcuts and say, this is 
close enough? It’s not true to say that relevancy is always 
worth the effort. Is it worth the incremental investment in 
time and expense?”

4.5. MANAGING MULTIPLE TERRITORIES
If the thought of managing content and its ever-changing 
journey across channels is enough to keep marketers up at 
night, then the prospect of them doing so across multiple 
territories is nightmarish. Fortunately, astute strategic 
management of the content campaign can reduce terror.

With access to the right support, most content is easily 
translatable across territories. Companies need to understand 

3 https://econsultancy.com/reports/the-role-of-dmps-in-the-era-of-data-driven-advertising/ 
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the cultural needs of each region and would do well to 
engage with native speakers to sense-check. There are 
well-worn examples of cars branded for the Spanish market 
whose name translated directly into ‘doesn’t go’ (Vauxhall 
Nova – ‘No va’) or China exhorting customers to ‘chew your 
fingers off’ instead of the Colonel’s ‘Finger Lickin’ Good’.

But by and large, managing the physical content across 
territories is a matter of deploying the sense-check. Where it 
is uneconomical to translate the full litany of content, focusing 
on the most vital content is important. Relying on the fact 
that the language of business is English is at best a poor 
sales strategy and at worst, arrogance of the highest order. 
According to the British Council, the UK loses £48bn a year 
in lost exports due to poor language skills. Indeed, why risk it 
when it is even possible to automate language translation?

Unfortunately for marketers, speaking the language is only 
the most superficial hurdle.

However, simply putting words into other languages is 
only the start. Customers all too readily assume we live in 
a world with fewer and fewer borders. The internet gives 
them access to products and services in a worldwide 
supermarket. As a result, brands have access to a worldwide 
pot of customer data with which to broaden their horizons. 
Or they do if they are able to navigate the confusing mesh of 
regulation around data protection.

“Data protection gets really interesting for multinational 
brands. In a bot-driven world where everything is quick and 
sometimes autonomous, setting up programs to interact with 
customers within the boundaries of regulation is going to be 
very interesting,” says Jay Baer.

As brands are increasingly deferring to agencies when 
it comes to managing technological advances such as 
programmatic while keeping overall control of the strategies 
and even execution in-house, navigating the international data 
highways in an automated world may well be something that 
software experts will have to take the lead on.

4.6. MEASURING CONTENT EFFECTIVENESS
It’s not possible to talk about the impact of data on content 
personalization and relevance without talking about its impact 
on campaign measurement. Content is not a ‘one and done’ 
proposition. While the ad department may increasingly be 
involved for example, the brave new world of content is 
introducing them to a new way of working. It’s not about 
creating a piece, pushing it out and moving on to the next. 
Consumers take the content, talk about it, change it, react 
to it and move it into new channels. Brands need more than 
ever to understand the impact of each piece of content and 
the domino effect it has on the rest of the communications 
universe.

Marketers should also be encouraged to think of content not 
just as a data pipe for personalization or a channel in which to 
measure how much further towards conversion the customer 
has been driven, but also as a valuable market research tool. 
With the expansion into the one-to-one conversation in the 
messaging space, this is even more apparent.

As Josh Jacobs of Kik Interactive emphasizes:

“Content conversations are essentially a replacement for 
the quantitative space interface. What is interesting is that 
instead of being forced to think ‘I have a session where 
I need to extract the maximum information possible,’ 
you’re encouraged as a marketer to think of this as a 
conversation that has multiple start and stop points.”

Jacobs also points out that the potential for ongoing 
conversations can lead customers down a growing research 
engagement path as their comfort with the interaction grows 
and they are more willing to share information. This may 
sound comically sinister, but really it’s just a case of being 
given permission to understand more about the customer’s 
needs that would sound intrusive or disjointed on first 
contact. Jacobs adds:

“Messaging looks a lot like CRM and the data you can 
derive from that is really powerful. Even understanding 
what caused the brand to be blocked from the list is really 
important learning.”

What marketers say...

“The traditional approach to media is to buy a large reach 
audience at the start of the campaign and if the audience 
engaged, retarget with the next message and then on 
sequentially. But with content campaigns, one of the KPIs is 
the uplift in engagement. A series of videos with a range of 
messages achieving a flat audience means that if people are 
highly engaged by episode four, then the next step is to give new 
messaging.”

Tom Osborne, Senior Content Manager, Digital, British Gas
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4.7. CONTENT TO CONVERSION
The interactivity of content is vital to be able to understand 
how it is impacting the customer. “The first stickers came 
along and brands started sponsoring sticker packs. But the 
data was not about the long term and there was no sentiment 
analysis or conversion. By making icons clickable they can be 
tracked. The next obvious iteration is to give this insight back 
to the brand,” according to Perry Tell of Inmoji.

“There is no direct way to measure how many biscuits are 
sold because of a post on social media but we can see a 
general uplift when we add social on top of existing TV and 
so on,” Pollyanna Ward of Mondelez International explains. 
“Treats are impulsive buys. It’s about having our brand at the 
forefront of the consumer’s mind.”

The Content Marketing Institute proposes eight key 
performance indicators (KPIs) that marketers should judge 
the success of their strategies by:

• Unique visits

• Geography

• Mobile readership

• Bounce rates / time spent

• Heatmaps and click patterns

• Page views

• Comments

• Social sharing

However, while these are all valuable, this list is missing 
arguably the most important KPI of all: sales or conversion. 
This is because, without having one eye on the ultimate goal 
for content marketing, which is to grow the bottom line, it is 
all too easy to fall into the trap of chasing likes or hoarding 
volume.

Mapping the journey that content takes the customer on 
towards that conversion holds no secret sauce beyond 
mapping a customer journey from any other ad, email or 
piece of direct mail.

Recognizing that current metrics are as appropriate as any to 
measuring content marketing should go some way to proving 
to marketers that it should not be treated as somehow ‘other’ 
to the rest of the marketing suite of tools and therefore 
exempt from the same level of ROI scrutiny. Ultimately, this 
will stop the prolific brand authors who somehow fail to 
become profitable earners.
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5. THE FUTURE OF CONTENT 
MARKETING
New technologies, automated systems and home-based 
artificial intelligence are all contributing to a data tsunami that 
arms brands with the information they need to create truly 
relevant, highly contextual content. Distributing that content 
and finding ways to get customers not just to consume it, but 
to interact with it, is another matter. Should we be waiting for 
yet more shiny technology before we can make this a reality, 
or are the tools we need to make content a fully holistic 
experience sitting right under our noses?

5.1. THE FUTURE’S SOCIAL
It often seems as though social has more than its fair share 
of hype and certainly the column inches devoted to it far 
exceed its ability to close the sale. But as a channel for 
distribution of information, for ‘top of the funnel’ activity and 
for speaking to new audiences, it is indeed hard to beat.

While speaking from a B2B perspective, Velocity Partners’ 
Kessler identifies an issue that concerns many brands about 
continuing to feed the social beast: “The goal is to build your 
own audience and subscribers and I have to reach out to all 
these places to meet them.” He adds:

“You want to get out there using paid and social and even 
the dreaded native but I wouldn’t want to build on rented 
land. It’s crazy to build [your content resource] on other 
people’s territory.”

What marketers say...

“Making content isn’t the issue. A lot of people have moved 
on from making content to becoming content marketing 
professionals – people in SEO, publishers and agencies whose 
skill sets lie in advertising. Making good content is not the 
problem. It’s getting it seen by the right audience in the right 
channel. How do we evolve the media mix to ensure we’re 
meeting our objectives?”

Tom Osborne, Senior Content Manager, Digital, British Gas

What marketers say...

“If we want to have genuine conversations with customers we 
have to fish where the fish are and so a lot of that approach 
needs to be socially focused. Facebook has a strong reach and 
it’s where the conversations are happening.”

Tom Osborne, Senior Content Manager, Digital, British Gas

“Social is a great loyalty and retention vehicle. Almost all the 
customers who see your tweets are already customers of the 
company. The role of social is more similar to that of email - 
use it to move customers along the advocacy scale to do your 
marketing for you.”

Jay Baer, President, Convince & Convert 
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5.1.1. Don’t shoot the messenger

Messaging apps, and to a lesser extent live chat 
functionalities, are where much of customers’ social activity 
is heading. With Facebook, Twitter and Instagram becoming 
more like noticeboards, the real conversations are going on 
in chat. WhatsApp and Snapchat are already being explored 
by brands as a way to communicate with customers more 
intimately, although current interactions are toe in the water 
and tend to err on the side of fun gimmicks.

Capitalizing on the supreme reach of the US Super Bowl, 
Gatorade uploaded a Snapchat filter that allowed users to 
‘dunk the drink’, or pour a virtual cup of the energy drink 
over their face. The Super Bowl ad, which featured Serena 
Williams, led to 165 million downloads of the filter to users’ 
phones in just two days, according to The New York Times.

But this report has already stated that content needs to 
close the loop and can’t afford to be just a one-way push of 
information, however momentarily entertaining. Is Gatorade’s 
use of Snapchat, while very well executed and highly 
publicized, just another example of content as output?

In striving to be more sophisticated with content and 
ensuring that communications are both data-led and data-
generating, there is still a place for content that entertains 
and engages. In this case, Snapchat was used by Gatorade 
to attract a young audience that is increasingly detached 
from TV as a medium and for whom messaging is a central 
channel.

That said, WeChat in China is clearly leading the way 
for brand interaction in the messaging space and is an 
accepted channel for everything from advertising to payment 
technologies. Apps such as Kik and Inmoji are showing how 
brands can make inroads into this most private of social 
spaces.

“We believe text is the new talk. It’s where the most organic 

and real conversations are happening,” says Michael Africk of 
Inmoji.

Inmoji is a branded emoji service that allows companies 
to attach their logo to in-messenger conversations. With 
it, users can send a coffee, share movie clips, listen to 
music and share locations. “Billions of people are selecting 
emoticons,” Africk states. “If we could allow a brand to be a 
positive experience for that user, to grab it and add real world 
color to their conversation, then the user gets a streamlined 
experience and the brand gets to be opted into an authentic, 
peer-to-peer shared referral.”

Africk emphasizes that there is no need to push for inclusion 
and that the sheer volume of conversations happening via the 
messaging platform means that discovery should deliver all 
the volume of brand interactions a company needs.

“It takes a minute to step back and really think about what 
270 million people on a messaging platform means. In 80 
trillion messages you can’t deny that brands are spoken about 
plenty, and therein lies an opportunity for massive amounts of 
organic discovery if the brand is situated correctly,” highlights 
Africk.

Commenters interviewed for this report agreed that brand 
involvement in the chat mechanism is at an early stage akin 
to the approaches they were making into Facebook five or 
six years ago, questioning the value of interruptions and 
understanding customer tolerances. Kessler suggests they 
shouldn’t worry too much: “It’s okay to interrupt as long as 
you have relevance and you’re offering value straight away.”

Above all, interactions on messaging platforms must 
demonstrate overt value to the customer. It’s unsurprising 
that many brands are choosing to make their first forays into 
messaging as a service route.

“It’s going to be huge for customer service. It’s the ultimate 
‘hug your haters’ channel and chat centers will be the new 
telephone. It’s much easier for everyone,” according to Jay 
Baer. Tom Osborne adds: “We are exploring the messaging 
channel in terms of it being a customer support channel but 
we’re not yet considering it as a brand building tool.”

Equally, focusing on keywords in conversations will have 
to be done intelligently. Social media’s early – and not so 
early – days are scattered with moments of inappropriate ad 
placement, largely down to programmatic. One memorable 
event was a clothing brand that had bid on the word 
marathon to create timely marketing around the event. The 
only problem was that the event was the Boston Marathon 
2013, which was disrupted by a deadly bombing.

“If you want to be a social business it requires investment 
and manpower,” says Ed Hartigan of iProspect.
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5.1.2. All about the bots

Remaining within the messaging sphere but meriting a 
discussion all of its own is the emergence of bots to both 
deliver content and interact with customers. They allow 
the user a deeper contextual level of interaction with the 
brand that again adds value. Conversations about movies 
can introduce a bot that can talk the user through what is 
showing and where, leaving them content that is sharable.

But again bots need to be linked to discovery rather than as a 
channel for pushing messaging. “Early bots have resembled 
brand chat channels with the brand as a personality. The 
trouble is once you sign up to it then the brand can send 
whatever it wants, whenever and that does give way to 
spam. That’s a recipe for failure,” concludes Perry Tell.

Jacobs also warns against the ‘bait and switch,’ namely 
brands asking to be let in on the basis that the customer 
thinks they are getting one experience but end up getting 
something else.

“That doesn’t put the brand in a good light. If a 
financial services company wants to publish content 
about refinancing then I don’t mind if a loan product is 
sponsoring it. I don’t mind asking the bot what the rates 
are. It’s a circle of trust.”

“Have faith in how big the ecosystem is. Let customers find 
you and bring you into the conversation,” advises Michael 
Africk.

Bots’ unique selling proposition is to take away the friction of 
app installation. A range of random statistics exist to suggest 
that the consumer only has or uses 10 to 20 apps on their 
phone that they actively engage with over a period of time. 
Whatever the actual number may be, anecdotally it can be 

agreed that it is low. For a brand app to gain traction like this 
is next to impossible.

Instead, the bot allows customers to add them as easily as 
they would a friend, with the caveat that this trust is not 
abused in the ways detailed above. “Not every business is 
going to be a perfect fit, but it’s effective content marketing 
by turning the brand into a utility,” insists Jacobs. 

Chat bots do have the potential to act as ‘friends’ when 
the brand associations are strong. Mondelez’s Ward cites 
Vogue’s use of bots to add value to customers’ lives by 
being able to give beauty tips: “It’s like having a best mate 
who works in fashion.” Ward is pragmatic about the role for 
Mondelez in the bot universe: “Does someone want to have 
a conversation with a biscuit? Chat bots are great for resolving 
customer issues though.”

iProspect’s Hartigan wonders if bots might ultimately prove a 
real challenge to paid search. As opposed to going to Google 
and getting ten results that might be relevant, a bot can 
identify keywords and flag up a targeted suggestion while 
the conversation is in train: “Having bots figure out what 
you’re talking about in a private environment is extremely 
powerful.”

5.1.3. Vloggone?

Dominating social in terms of its newsworthiness is the 
ongoing curiosity around vloggers or the YouTubers as they’re 
often referred to (although not all broadcast via the channel). 
Mainstream media marvels at the viewing figures these 
homespun ten-minute stars can generate and brands are still 
scratching their heads as to how to make the most of these 
influential personalities with seemingly limitless yet highly 
targeted reach. 

“Working with influencers depends on the content they 
make, their personal brand and audience fit,” says Pollyanna 
Ward.

Mondelez linked up with London Fashion Week, which 
may seem an odd choice for its Oreo biscuit brand but 
Ward insists that the marriage between food and fashion 
worked. They had artworks made by a food illustrator. 
Partnering with food Instagrammer Gretchen Roehrs, the 
brand created #oreocollection, five limited edition cookie 
designs, published in lookbooks like any other fashion design 
and accompanied by actual limited edition Oreo biscuits. 
Influencers were left to comment about Oreos as part of 
their general commentary on the goings-on in Fashion Week. 
“It was important that the fashion publications showed Oreos 
naturally,” Ward adds.

It should be noted that Oreos ran into hot water in 2014 
when its relationships with vloggers were found to 
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contravene advertising rules as the YouTubers hadn’t made it 
clear they were being paid to feature the product. As a result, 
companies recognize that more sophistication than paying to 
feature product is needed if customers are going to accept 
influencer endorsement.

The draw of vloggers’ huge audiences has to be married with 
who those audiences are. In some cases it’s true that they do 
have huge buying power and influence such as Zoella’s close 
ties to the beauty industry and teenage girls via Superdrug. 
However, by ‘influencer’ brands might want to think about 
taking inspiration from the vlogosphere rather than focusing 
solely on it.

“When we say influencer we get more call for ‘find me a 
dating expert’ or bring an expert together with a vlogger,” 
Hartigan states. 

Once again, the future of content seems to be in brands’ 
ability to deliver something the customer actually wants. 
Digital broadcasting such as YouTube has been able to pilot 
more integrated sponsorship which results in creative such 
as Turner Network’s mid-week NBA Games, sponsored by 
Sprint. “They have an amazing cast who do the half-time 
show,” reveals Jacobs. “And it’s often more entertaining than 
the game itself.”

"It’s a native execution wrapped around the original content 
and packaged as Sprint giving me a gift of entertainment 
but not detracting from the game. It’s in the same mould as 
Wrigley’s in the 50s. The brand is making this possible for me 
rather than making me tolerate it to get to something I want,” 
Jacobs adds.

5.2. A LIFE BEYOND SOCIAL?
But as we’ve already noted, social is just one of the cogs 
in the well-oiled content machine. What of the rest of the 
channel mix? When considering content, social is a relative 
newcomer but one that is growing in importance at the 
speed of light. Despite this, many marketers cleave tightly 
to their own websites in the view that they are building an 
important content destination.

Moving away from the misconception of ‘if we build it, 
they will come’ is tricky when it’s a decades-old bias from 

marketers. But it’s clear that consumers are acquiring their 
information piecemeal across a range of channels. That said, 
the website remains an important hub of information and 
the need to keep that fresh is certainly vital for a strong SEO 
performance (see below). But assuming a brand site will be 
the first destination for consumers is wrong.

That isn’t to say brands are wrong to create and maintain 
their own center of truth and excellence when it comes to 
content.

Kessler has already addressed the benefits of using social 
media to reach new audiences but he notes the importance 
of keeping centralized control of content:

“I would want to own the real estate. The website or 
blog is still hugely important and it’s where I want a rich 
resource center to live.”

The ability to latch onto the distribution power of social is 
seductive but marketers need to realize that they neither own 
the platform they’re offering all the content to, nor a great 
deal of the data that is exchanged as a result. For content 
derived from social to be truly useful to the marketers, all 
roads must eventually point home.

What marketers say...

“By all means have the good stuff on there but deconstruct it 
and push it out to the margins so versions of the best content are 
available where the customers are spending their time online.

“Of all the places a person could conceivably interact with your 
brand, your website is the one that will have the least traffic.”

Jay Baer, President, Convince & Convert 

“There’s an underlying question on the role of the content hub. 
It’s where we thought the conversations would happen but that's 
not always the case.”

Tom Osborne, Senior Content Manager, Digital, British Gas

What marketers say...

“Influencer marketing is still a big thing and good for brands 
trying to access millennials and people who aren’t watching TV 
so much. But the elephant in the room is: are the viewers of vlogs 
able to buy anything?”

Ed Hartigan, Head of Earned Media, iProspect UK
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5.3. SELLING THE SALESMEN
Content needs to become a marketable entity in its own 
right. Hosting it at home and posting parts of it on Facebook 
is not a strategy.

Channel mix is certainly a challenge for content professionals 
who have, to date, been focusing on the creation of output. 
Distribution is a massive challenge for brands and one that 
few have mastered. Where the overriding metric is on 
volumes of content created, it’s unsurprising.

“Testing and learning is a huge part of what we do. We’re 
not going to go on a new platform without dipping our toes 
in first. Your audience will be the first to tell you that you’re in 
the wrong place,” emphasizes Pollyanna Ward.

One of content’s biggest impacts is on SEO. In a world 
where the potential of organic search as a tool for reach is 
shrinking by the day, getting high-quality content to end users 
is one way of staying at the top of the page.

“It has become an arms race,” states Saatchi & Saatchi’s 
Head of Content, Jack Davies. “There are 50 million searches 
a year in the beauty space and hundreds of pieces of content 
are needed to win on the biggest search terms, plus you’re 
going head to head with not just other beauty brands but also 
the magazines. If you want to rank for SEO in hair care, you’re 
going to have to write 150 articles just to get on that first 
page.”

And it’s not just about churning out volume, remember...

“By trying to find content that speaks to the consumer, using 
the rich insights from media owners and social listening so 
that we produce content that solves problems and is useful 
and entertaining, we should get search benefits from that,” 
according to Ed Hartigan.

5.4. CUTTING [THROUGH] THE CRAP

Where content becomes an ongoing story and starts to 
fulfil a number of remits is where it becomes interesting to 
both customer and company. Piquing the audience’s interest 
may seem ‘old school’ in the face of so many technological 
advances and the need to incorporate the demands of search 
and social. But generating some genuinely interesting and 
engaging projects that people want to hear about shouldn’t 
be ignored.

“Fundamentally, if a brand wants to be part of the 
conversation it has to bring something to the party that makes 
it a welcome participant,” states Josh Jacobs.

British Gas created its Smart Streets campaign in July 
2016 to demonstrate what having a fully connected house 
meant for consumers and how well they could exploit the 
technologies. The project was created to understand what 
customers’ expectations are of emerging technologies and to 
find out how well those are met. “We want it to be a social 
experiment. It’s about speaking to real people,” insists British 
Gas’ Osborne. 

Brands don’t need to be as worthy as conducting social 
experiments, it’s simply about being relevant and giving 
customers the tools to enhance their own experience. Josh 
Jacobs says:

“Studios can work around new movies with fun assets 
like gifs and emojis. Movies are tent pole cultural and 
social events so having content that relates to them 
makes consumers’ lives more interesting as a result.”

What marketers say...

“It’s so easy for people to become publishers. The challenge is 
how do we stand out?”

Ed Hartigan, Head of Earned Media, iProspect UK

What marketers say...

“You have to market your marketing. You can’t just say ‘we made 
this and our work is done’.”

Jay Baer, President, Convince & Convert 

“Put spend behind it because organic reach isn’t there anymore. 
You have to make sure your audience sees it.”

Ed Hartigan, Head of Earned Media, iProspect UK
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Equally, it is a mistake to underestimate the value of utility. 
Charmin toilet paper created an app that was a simple, 
crowdsourced public bathroom finder. The brand’s heroism is 
to show a map and details of how clean the bathroom is to a 
parent with a crying child.

“As a marketer I’m inspired by the idea that content 
marketing is a challenge to take even the most difficult of 
brands like Charmin and make a difference to consumers in a 
way that is meaningful and helpful,” states Josh Jacobs.

5.5. A SKILLED, CONTENT-LED 
ORGANIZATION
Content isn’t the preserve of a tortured copywriter, locked 
in their garret with nothing but the glow of a laptop and 
brand guidelines. It is the responsibility of everyone in the 
organization, from the assistant on the shop floor to the MD. 
As Jay Baer says: “Where we’re headed is all of it just being 
a component of a large, integrated machine.”

This is because there is no point in the organization that 
content shouldn’t touch. If messaging is going to become the 
new customer service channel, the call center needs to be 
up to date with what is going on. The IT department needs 
to understand the demands being made of it by customers 
clicking on branded emojis and cashing in free coffees via 
Apple Pay at Starbucks’ point of sale. The social media team 
need to be on top of what this week’s star vlogger has been 
saying.

That’s not to say it’s not going to be a challenge. Jay Baer 
emphasizes:

“A lot of what happens now is that the content has 
been created and is then fed out to social or the paid 
ad guys and they’re told to do their magic. But a lot of 
the time, these groups are new and made up of people 
not used to collaborating. You have to have a real-time, 
cross-department structure and they just can’t move fast 
enough yet.”

One of the most important skills for any lead marketer who 
has oversight of the company’s content strategy is going to 
be a degree of laissez faire. Content marketing for big brands 
has historically been a planned exercise with communications 
heavily involved in ratifying and approving any content 
before it goes out of the door. Brands can’t afford to be 
so controlling in an era where live video (using apps like 
Periscope) is becoming much more influential.

“Mike Tyson said ‘all the planning goes out of the window 
once the first punch is thrown’. Organizations need to be able 
to say, culturally we have some idea of how this is going to 
go but once we turn the sucker on, we’re just going to have 
to roll with the punches,” states Jay Baer.
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6. CONCLUSION
As we stated at the start of this report, separate 
Econsultancy / Oracle Marketing Cloud research showed 
that 77% of companies surveyed are planning on increasing 
content marketing budgets in 2016. But today’s ‘always-on’ 
consumer has increasingly high expectations of marketers. 
They expect information that reflects context, and which 
translates across the various devices they own.

The key to the future of content marketing is data. With so 
much available, it can facilitate truly personalized, interactive 
experiences that can give brands a significant competitive 
advantage. Social media is already having a huge impact 
in this space. Going forward, programmatic TV, native 
advertising and ultimately the Internet of Things will all 
impact how brands can enhance their product and service 
through content marketing.

With customized search results and tailored newsfeeds, 
individualized communications in the digital world are 
increasingly a hygiene factor. In the future, content will 
be customisable and interactive, facilitating ‘conversation 
marketing’.

“If there’s joy, talent, fun and integrity in what you’re doing 
then you’re going to win, even if you make the odd misstep,” 
aptly summarizes Doug Kessler.
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7. ACTIONABLE INSIGHTS
1. Understand data and your appetite for 

data.  
Customer insight is vital for successful content 
marketing but not all communications merit 
one-to-one personalization. Alternatively, diving 
so deep into data for content creation may be 
an unnecessary distraction for the company. 
Determine how targeted and contextual 
content has to be for it to be effective. Use 
small test cases to see where it’s possible to 
push those boundaries as needs don’t stay 
static over time.

2. Don’t just personalize, contextualize.  
Understand consumers’ reaction to 
communications. Brands may be able to 
identify likes and dislikes, preferred channels 
and real-time location. It still doesn’t necessarily 
mean they want to have a conversation with a 
biscuit. Identify where your relevance is to their 
lives and where you’ll add value. 
 
 
 

3. Automate but retain the human touch.  
Marketing technologies will allow a great deal 
of highly personal interaction at scale and in 
real time, even to the extent of being able to 
conduct human-like conversations. However, 
human interactions will continue to be vital, 
whether it’s monitoring important shifts in 
social listening, engaging in customer care or 
beyond.

4. Follow through.  
Customers are more than aware of the 
volumes of data collected on them. The 
content delivered has to match the data 
provided. Demanding detailed information 
and providing a generic response is an 
unsatisfactory experience.

5. Use existing resources.  
Just as the future of content will put it 
alongside advertising, PR and digital, use 
the resources that have been fueling these 
platforms to enhance your content output. 
Data management platforms (DMPs) have 
the potential to underpin so much more than 
programmatic display ads. 
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6. Beware legislation.  
It lurks round every corner in the content 
universe and expert help should be sought due 
to the sheer volume of information and its pace 
of change. 

7. Use the same rigor and KPIs as you do 
when measuring other communications.  
The aim of content marketing is the same as 
advertising and CRM – to engage customers 
and convert interest into sales. Avoid metrics 
that simply measure the volume of your output. 
Size isn’t anything.

8. Spray and pay.  
Content is useless unless it is seen by the 
right people. There is no such thing as viral or 
organic reach any more. Treat content like any 
other valuable product and market it, even on 
social media.

9. Be creative.  
Just because it’s time for content to wash 
its face financially, there is no reason why it 
shouldn’t continue to push the boundaries of 
creativity and surprise. 

10. Messages are the future.  
The messaging app channel is today what 
social in general was five to six years ago when 
marketers wondered about how to intrude on 
private networks. This will become a major 
opportunity for brands as long as they add 
value to conversations. Chat bots are a similar 
proposition with a similar potential for abuse. 
Exercise restraint, use intelligently.

11. Be inclusive.  
Content is an organisation-wide issue. Digital 
began the process of crossing silos, content 
needs to continue this change, involving 
input from advertising, customer service, IT, 
operations, sales, marketing and more to be 
fully effective.
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